FAST TRACK is an Educational and Sales Platform
which allows gaining advanced knowledge about the
Blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies based on it.
Our products constitute thorough training provided
through videos, training webinars and market analyses
carried out by experienced practising analysts.
With us you will quickly find out how to translate the
knowledge acquired to tangible economic benefits.

We provide proven marketing tools and ready-made
solutions that enable earning money effectively on the
cryptocurrency exchanges.
By joining the Program, you receive an Exchange Tool
that you can use to multiply your own capital without
having to entrust it to anyone.
Every seeker of passive income will also find
something for themselves in FT.

Find it out yourself whether FT is what you have
been looking for!

Educational package 1
(introductory video)

Educational package 2
(+ educational videos)

Educational package 3
(+ Crypto News)

Educational package 4
(+ technical analyses)

Educational package 5
(+ cyclical webinars)

Educational package 6
(+ cyclical webinars)

Time: 120 business days

Time: 120 business days

Time: 120 business days

Time: 120 business days

Time: 120 business days

Daily accrual:

Daily accrual:

Daily accrual:

Daily accrual:

Daily accrual:

up to 1%

up to 1%

up to 1,1%

up to 1,1%

up to 1,2%

For the STARTER, BASIC, BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL i ULTIMATE
packages, PASSIVE CONTRACTS are started in the amount equal to the package value
and according to the principle of accrual corresponding to the given package.

EXCHANGE TOOL
BINANCE
1 currency pair

EXCHANGE TOOL
BINANCE
1 currency pair

EXCHANGE TOOL
BINANCE
1 currency pair

and unlocked your refferral link

• Edu Box packages can be purchased in any configuration and quantity. It is not required
to own lower level packages in order to be able to buy the higher level ones.
• Higher level packages provide access to training materials included in all the lower packages.

1FTD = 1USD

Possibility of entering into PASSIVE CONTRACTS
Contract values: a multiple of 5 FTD
Minimum contract value: 50 IED

TESTER

STARTER

Entitles you
to commission
from 1 level

Entitles you
to commission
from 2 levels

You get access to:

You get access to:

• Introductory Video

• Introductory Video
• Educational Films

1FTD = 1USD

BASIC
Entitles you to commission from 3 levels

You get access to:
• Introductory Video
• Educational Films
• Crypto News (weekly summaries)

1FTD = 1USD

BUSINESS

Entitles you to commission from 4 levels
You get access to:
• Introductory Video
• Educational Films
• Crypto News (weekly summaries)
• cryptocurrency Analyses

You also receive access to the revolutionary
Exchange Tool (FT-BOT)
BINANCE exchange
– possibility of configuring a single pair of cryptocurrencies

1FTD = 1USD

PROFESSIONAL
Entitles you
to commission
from 5 levels

In addition to the full access to educational sets
from previous Packages, you also get access to live
webinars (every 2 weeks) and further Exchange
Tools for the BINANCE. exchange
for the PROFESSIONAL package: BINANCE
- possibility of configuring 1 pairs of cryptocurrencies

for the ULTIMATE package: BINANCE
- possibility of configuring 1 pairs of cryptocurrencies

ULTIMATE
entitles you to commission
from the first 6 levels
+ 0.5% from levels 7 to 10

1FTD = 1USD

ATTENTION !!!
The number of FT-Bot slots is received only once, when buying
the first package of a given grade. Purchasing another package of
the same grade does not increase the number of cryptocurrency
pairs in such package.

PASSIVE CONTRACTS
For the STARTER, BASIC, BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL
and ULTIMATE packages, PASSIVE CONTRACTS are started in the amount
equal to the package value and according to the principle of accrual
corresponding to the given package.
The owners of the ULTIMATE package receive also the possibility of
concluding further PASSIVE CONTRACTS.
Contract values: a multiple of 5 IED
Minimum value of a single contract: 50 IED

duration of every contract: 120 business days
for packages

1FTD = 1USD

STARTER
BASIC

for packages

BUSINESS
PROFESSIONAL

for packages
ULTIMATE:

daily accrual: up to 1%

daily accrual: up to 1,1%

daily accrual: up to 1,2%

PASSIVE CONTRACTS
Accruals start in each of the contracts immediately after the
payment is recorded.
Invitation: 5% of the value of contract of a Person Invited is paid
only from the first level (direct). The commission is accrued after
the payment towards the PASSIVE CONTRACT is made by the
person invited.
Daily accruals in passive contracts come from the profit
generated by the Company on trading on cryptocurrency exchanges
and in traditional businesses.

The number of available contracts with passive accruals is limited. The Company
reserves the right to cease taking funds for purchasing such contracts at any time,
until further lines are launched in order to enable the Company to multiply its capital.

1FTD = 1USD

STRUCTURE
Any person registering in the system through the
invitation link that you provided will be placed in
the first line of your structure.
The number of places in the first line is unlimited.
Further lines of your structure will be filled
accordingly by the people you invited, the people
these people invited, etc.
Registering in the system is free of charge.
However, in order to be able to use the commission
plan and the materials and tools offered by the
system, you must pay for the educational package
of your choosing.

FT-Bot maximises profits in a completely automatic
environment that requires very little human intervention. It
also provides an opportunity to trade with many stock
exchanges at the same time.
The important thing is that you do not entrust your funds
to anyone, but just sign in to your stock exchange account
and activate our product that starts trading on your behalf
directly from your portfolio.

FT-Bot offers excellent returns on stock exchange
transactions where it is you, and not someone else, who
manages your funds.

Depending on the settings you have
made, FT-BOT can earn profits at a high
percentage on a monthly basis...

VOLUME
1. What is the volume?
2. Determining the position of large players.
3. Determining volume levels.
4. Market examples.

1. Definition of price levels.
2. Determining price levels.
3. Grid of price levels.
4. Measuring corrective movements.
5. Significant measures of price
movements.
6. Market examples.

MOVING AVERAGES
1. What are moving averages?
2. Usage of moving averages.
3. Moving averages defining the trend.
4. Market examples.

Stage 3

PRICE LEVELS

Stage 6

1. Price candles.
2. Price formations.
3. Analysis of price behavior.
4. Market examples.

Stage 2

PRICE

Stage 5

Stage 1

1. Registration of the stock
exchange account.
2. Service / personalization of
the MT4 platform.
3. Leverage.
4. Trader's dictionary..

Stage 4

Stage 0

INTRODUCTION

TREND
1. What are the price trends?
2. Determination of price trends.
3. Structure of price channels.
4. Market examples.

SUMMARY
1. Preparing the analysis step by step.
2. Exemplary market analyzes.
3. An example of the analysis.
4. Running a position.
5. Setting stop loss for positon.

FAST TRACK
Here is one of the many possible strategies:
Assuming that you invite 5 people who buy a complete set
of packages and each of them does exactly the same thing:

A complete set of packages for ULTIMATE = 960 FTD

If you dedicate the funds that you earned from the
Marketing Plan for purchasing a Passive Contracts, you
will earn up to 44% more within 120 business days.

1584 FTD + 696,96 FTD = 2280,96 FTD

Level 1 - 8% on 1 complete set is 76.8 FTD x 5 people = 384 FTD
Level 2 - 5% on 1 complete set is 48 FTD x 25 people = 1200 FTD

In total, you have earned

And what if your team at the 3rd level does the same thing?
And what if you dedicate such funds for a Passive Contract too?
You will earn 5184 FTD more.

What if the same thing happens on the other levels? ...

1FTD = 1USD

2 directly invited
Turnover: 10 000 FTD

Bonus:

200 FTD
1FTD = 1USD

3 directly invited
Turnover: 30 000 FTD

4 directly invited
Turnover: 50 000 FTD

Bonus:

Bonus:

500 FTD

1 000 FTD

5 directly invited
Turnover: 100 000 FTD

Bonus:

2 000 FTD
1FTD = 1USD

6 directly invited
Turnover: 250 000 FTD

Bonus:

5 000 FTD

8 directly invited
Turnover: 500 000 FTD

Bonus:

10 000 FTD
1FTD = 1USD

10 directly invited
Turnover: 1 000 000 FTD

Bonus:

20 000 FTD

For each rank and prize, from a single structure line,
no more than 50% of the turnover required counts.
The bonuses will be paid in passive contracts.
1FTD = 1USD

Qualifications
Directs: 12
Turnover: 5mln FTD

Qualifications
Directs: 15
Turnover: 10mln FTD

Qualifications
Directs: 20
Turnover: 20mln FTD

Qualifications
Directs: 25
Turnover: 50mln FTD

Qualifications
Directs: 30
Turnover: 100mln FTD

Qualifications
Directs: 40
Turnover: 250mln FTD

FAST TRACK

1. A marketing plan based on 6 educational packages
(commission from invitation going as far as up to level 10)

2. Passive contracts
(possibility of earning up to 44% of the capital value within
120 business days + 5% on invitations)

3. FT-BOT Exchange Tool
(access to a professional Exchange Tool, enabling automated
trading of your funds)

